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+ This component is for use with SPIS TCompress component. + Its purpose is to make simple the task of creating a
Windows(r) resource file that can contain multiple compressed files. + Resource files are attached to your executable and can be

loaded by your application at run-time. + You'll be able to use the TCompress "LoadCompressedResource" method to easily
access individual files from the resource. CompRes Use: + This component can be attached to your project and used to create a
single compressed resource file that contains multiple compressed files. - This component is not supported under Linux and can
not be deployed on NT operating system. - This component is not supported under FreeBSD. - This component is not supported

under AmigaOS. - This component is not supported under OS/2. - This component is not supported under HP-UX. CompRes
Settings: + This component can be attached to your project and used to create a single compressed resource file that contains
multiple compressed files. + This component can be attached to your project and used to create a single compressed resource

file that contains multiple compressed files. + This component can be attached to your project and used to create a single
compressed resource file that contains multiple compressed files. - There is no default setting. - There is no default setting. -

There is no default setting. CompRes Supported Platforms: + Microsoft Windows(r) - Microsoft Windows(r) - Microsoft
Windows(r) - Microsoft Windows(r) CompRes Changelog: + 09.06.05 - v1.00 - Added TCompress functionality. + 25.10.04 -
v1.01 - Added SPIS utility component. - 25.09.04 - v1.00 - First Public Release. + 06.11.05 - v1.01 - SPIS Utility component

included. + 20.03.05 - v1.02 - ToDo: attach to executable (from executable) CompRes Copyright: Copyright (c) 2003 by
JogAmp Software. All Rights Reserved. Use at your own risk! CompRes License:
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From Penn State University's PBC: "Ethan has been working at the Penn State Fair as an environmental consultant, building
public consensus on campus and regional issues, while searching for connections between his environmental work and his
professional career goals. During this time, Ethan has developed an interest in practical applications of academic ethics,

including research and writing, and is working on a Ph.D. in creative writing at Penn State. Ethan hopes to continue his work
with an emphasis on digital literacy, and will be teaching a class this fall that utilizes the internet as a teaching tool." Chris

Lambert AAData utility is for use with SPIS TCompRes Product Keys component. Its purpose is to provide access to arrays of
words and strings. The arrays can be used in other parts of the application, to hold configuration information, database records

etc. Ethics Beyond High School - Academic Ethics and Internet Use Description: From Penn State University's PBC: "Ethan has
been working at the Penn State Fair as an environmental consultant, building public consensus on campus and regional issues,
while searching for connections between his environmental work and his professional career goals. During this time, Ethan has
developed an interest in practical applications of academic ethics, including research and writing, and is working on a Ph.D. in

creative writing at Penn State. Ethan hopes to continue his work with an emphasis on digital literacy, and will be teaching a class
this fall that utilizes the internet as a teaching tool." Chris Lambert AAData utility is for use with SPIS TCompress component.
Its purpose is to provide access to arrays of words and strings. The arrays can be used in other parts of the application, to hold
configuration information, database records etc. Ethics Beyond High School - Academic Ethics and Internet Use Description:
From Penn State University's PBC: "Ethan has been working at the Penn State Fair as an environmental consultant, building
public consensus on campus and regional issues, while searching for connections between his environmental work and his
professional career goals. During this time, Ethan has developed an interest in practical applications of academic ethics,

including research and writing, and is working on a Ph.D. in creative writing at Penn State. Ethan hopes to continue his work
with an emphasis on digital literacy, and will be teaching a class this fall that 77a5ca646e
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-------------- "CompRes" is a simple class that manages the loading of one or more compressed files from a resource. The files
are loaded by using the "LoadCompressedResource" method. Design and Usage ---------------- The compres.h and compres.cpp
files contain the main class "CompRes" that has the following members: - constructor - destructor - constructor for the
compression component - destructor for the compression component - SetCompressedFile function -
SetCompressedResourceDirectory function - LoadCompressedFile function - LoadCompressedResource function -
UnLoadCompressedFile function - UnLoadCompressedResource function - CompressedFileName function -
CompressedResourceDirectory function - ParseCompressedFileString function - ParseCompressedResourceString function -
SetCompressedString function - GetCompressedString function - GetCompressedFileString function -
GetCompressedResourceString function - GetCompressedResourceFileString function - GetCompressedResourceFilename
function - GetCompressedFilePosition function - CompressedFilePosition function - GetCompressedFilePositionString function
- SetCompressedFilePosition function - CompressedFilePosition function - SetCompressedResourcePosition function -
CompressedResourcePosition function - GetCompressedResourcePositionString function -
GetCompressedResourcePositionString function - ParseCompressedResourceString function CompressedFileName,
CompressedResourceDirectory, CompressedResourceFilename, CompressedResourceString, and CompressedFileString, are
used to access individual files from the resource. SetCompressedFile, SetCompressedResourceDirectory, and
SetCompressedResourceFile are the same as the respective methods of the TCompress component. SetCompressedString,
GetCompressedString, GetCompressedFileString, and GetCompressedResourceString are the same as the corresponding
methods of the TCompress component. SetCompressedFilePosition, SetCompressedResourcePosition, and
SetCompressedResourcePosition are the same as the corresponding methods of the TCompress component.
CompressedFileName, CompressedResourceDirectory, CompressedResourceFilename, CompressedResourceString, and
CompressedFileString are the same as the corresponding methods of the TCompress component. SetCompressedFilePosition,
SetCompressedResourcePosition, and SetCompressedResource
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System Requirements For CompRes:

Mac Requirements: VLC version 2.0.2 or later VLC 2.2.0 requires Mac OS X 10.6 (Snow Leopard) or later Windows
Requirements: VLC 2.2.0 requires Windows 7 or later System Requirements: Windows
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